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The daily monitoring observations of black hole transients with RXTE provided important clues
on the conditions of the state transitions, both in terms of spectra and timing. The recent addition
of monitoring in the optical-infrared and the radio band signicantly extended our knowledge
of the relation between the jets and the spectral states. However, there are still very important
unanswered questions, most importantly, whether the formation of the jet triggers any change in
the spectral and temporal properties of the source. The answer to this question is also intrinsically
related to the origin of the hard X-ray emission. In this work, the relation between the jet and
the state transitions is discussed, using the data from GX 339−4, 4U 1543−47, H 1743−322,
and GRO J1655−40, concentrating on the evolution of spectral and temporal parameters before,
during and after the formation of the jet.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Spectral states
The Galactic black hole transients (GBHTs) show several correlated spectral and temporal
variability properties during outbursts. These “spectral states” were historically characterized using
X-ray observations. We refer to McClintock & Remillard 2006 [20] for detailed discussion of
the spectral states based on the absolute X-ray spectral and temporal properties of GBHTs. We
emphasize that properties in other wavelengths are also closely related to the spectral states of
GBHTs. In the thermal dominant state (TDS), the radio emission from the compact core is often
quenched [5]. Optically thin outflows are sometimes detected during state transitions [11], and
powerful, compact jets are always observed in the low hard state (LHS) [10]. The optical and
infrared (OIR) emission properties are also shown to depend on spectral states [18, 6, 25].
One can investigate the evolution during an outburst by determining the transitions, abrupt
changes in spectral and temporal properties. An efficient way to do this is to plot “hardness-
intensity” diagrams which show distinct areas of hardness and intensity separating spectral states
[13, 1]. The information that can be provided with hardness intensity diagrams is useful, especially
to discuss the evolution during an entire outburst, but limited in the sense that only the evolution of
a few variables can be shown. For a limited number of observations, one can also plot the evolution
of several parameters as a function of time, and stack them to allow direct comparisons. In this
case, one can also see the timescale of changes and determine the fast and slow transitions directly.
This is the method we employ to investigate GBHTs during outburst decays.
1.2 Black hole transients in outburst decays
The multi-wavelength observations made during the outburst decays provide valuable infor-
mation about GBHTs due to the transitions from the TDS to the hard-intermediate state (IS, [1]),
and eventually to the low-hard state (LHS) [15]. Observing the changes during the transitions can
reveal more information about the geometry and the physical environment of these systems [9, 32].
The LHS provides additional information with the variability properties, and strong radio and OIR
emission, both correlating with spectral parameters. Our group has been observing these transients
during outburst decay in X-rays with the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE), and in radio with
five major motivations: (1) Characterizing the spectral and temporal evolution close to state tran-
sitions, (2) understanding the conditions for jet formation1 , (3) quantifying the contribution of the
jet to X-ray flux and spectrum, (4) looking for unprecedented phenomena, and (5) characterizing
the spectral evolution towards quiescence [14, 27, 16, 29].
A uniform analysis of all black hole transients observed with ∼daily coverage with RXTE
during outburst decay between 1996 and 2001 provided important information on the evolution of
spectral and temporal parameters during the decay [17]. The sharpest change indicating a state
transition is observed to be a change in the shape of the power spectral density (PSD), and a jump
in the rms amplitude of variability from less than a few percent to more than tens of percent in
less than a day (See Fig. 1). This change in the rms amplitude is always accompanied by a sharp
increase in the power-law flux. There is also evidence that the strong rms noise is only observed
1In this work jet denotes the compact jet observed in the hard states of GBHTs, not the optically thin ejections.
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Figure 1: The transition in timing for XTE J1650−500. The time between the two PSDs is approximately
one day [16].
when the ratio of the power-law flux to the total flux in 3–25 keV band (the power-law ratio, PLR)
is above a certain percentage. During the outburst decay, the photon index, the disk temperature,
and the disk flux usually decrease slowly. After the transition, characteristic frequencies of the
power density spectrum also decrease with time.
2. Analysis
We apply a uniform analysis to all sources that we investigate. This allows us a direct com-
parison of source properties, and also to search for certain correlations between the spectral and
temporal parameters. The analysis methods for the observations with RXTE are summarized be-
low. In addition to the X-ray data, we obtain the radio, optical and infrared fluxes directly from the
observer or from ATELs, and incorporate this information into our results.
2.1 X-ray spectral analysis
When possible, we use both the PCA and the HEXTE instruments on RXTE for the spectral
analysis. For the PCA, the 3–25 keV band is used. We add 0.8% up to 7 keV, and 0.4% above 7 keV
as systematic error. We use all available PCUs for each observation, choosing the combination that
would give maximum number of counts per pointing. The 16–200 keV band is used for the HEXTE
data. The HEXTE background is measured throughout the observation by alternating between the
source and background fields every 32 s. The relative normalization between the PCA and the
HEXTE is kept free. The Galactic ridge emission becomes a factor as the flux decreases. We
use a combination of techniques to determine the ridge contribution; simultaneous observations of
imaging instruments, Galactic Bulge Scans, quiescence state observations, or the literature [24, 30].
For all the observations, our first spectral model consists of interstellar absorption, a smeared
edge, a multicolor disk blackbody, a power law, and a narrow Gaussian to model the iron line,
and the ridge emission model if necessary. This model has been commonly used for the spectral
analysis of black holes in the LHS [26, 18]. Once we fit the observations with this model, we add
a high energy cut-off to the model and do an F-test to determine if a cut-off is required.
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2.2 X-ray temporal analysis
For each observation, we compute the power density spectra (PDS) from the PCA data using
IDL programs developed at the University of Tübingen [23]. The PDS is normalized as described
in Miyamoto & Kitamoto 1989 [22], and corrected for the dead-time effects according to Zhang
et al, 1995 [33]. Using 256 second time segments, we investigate the low frequency QPOs and the
timing properties of the continuum up to 256 Hz for different energy bands. We fit all our PDSs
with broad and narrow Lorentzians with our standard timing analysis techniques [18, 15, 23].
The rms amplitudes are calculated over a frequency band from zero to infinity. We multiply the
rms amplitude of variability with T 2
(T−(R+B))2 , where T is the overall count rate, B is the background
rate determined using pcabackest, and R is the count rate due to the Galactic ridge, to obtain the
variability inherent to the source [3].
3. Results
In this work, we will concentrate on outburst decays of four sources. Results of our analysis
from two of them, 4U 1543−47 and H 1743−322 were also published elsewhere [18, 19]. Prelim-
inary results from GX 339−4 during its 2003 outburst decay and GRO J1655−40 during its 2005
outburst decay are shown for the first time in this work.
3.1 4U 1543−47
The details of the source, outburst and the multi-wavelength coverage can be found in [18].
Fig. 2 shows the evolution of some of the important spectral and temporal parameters of the system
close to the state transitions during its decay. The plot indicates two state transitions: (1) There is
a fast transition (timescale of one day) in timing marked (dashed line separating TD and IS) by a
jump in the rms amplitude, which also coincides with a sudden increase in power-law flux. During
this transition, the spectral index remains the same. There is no clear indication of radio or OIR
activity. (2) There is a slower transition seen mainly in the spectral index as it decreases. The onset
of this transition is marked by the second dashed line. It takes ∼7 days for the spectral index to
reach its hardest point. At the onset of this transition, a cut-off is required in the spectral fits. The
OIR activity starts ∼4 days after the onset of this second transition, and peaks when the spectral
index is hardest. At the time OIR activity is seen, there is no need for a cut-off in the spectrum.
While approaching quiescence, the spectra soften again.
3.2 H 1743−322
The details of the source, outburst and the multi-wavelength coverage can be found in [19]. In
Fig. 3 we show the evolution of major spectral and temporal parameters during the outburst decay.
The results in terms of state transitions are similar to 4U 1543−47, a fast transition in timing
followed by a slower hardening of the spectral index. But there are also differences. There is no
need for a high energy cut-off in any of the fits for this source. There is no clear sign of softening
at the end of the outburst, though the error bars are too large to exclude this possibility.
Unlike other sources, this source shows a sudden disappearance of timing signature after it
transited to the IS. On MJD 52933, for one observation, the power-law flux and the PLR dropped,
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Figure 2: 4U 1543−47; the evolution of (a) the total rms amplitude of variability in 3-30 keV band, (b) the
photon index (Γ), (c) the inner disk temperature kTin (d) unabsorbed power-law ux and the disk blackbody
ux in 325 keV band in units of 10−9 ergs cm−2 s−1, (e) the J-band uxes along with radio uxes. The
dashed lines indicate approximate times of state transitions. The gray area shows the observations during
which a high energy cut-off is required in the t.
and the PSD became similar to that of TDS (shown with red dots in Fig. 3). Based on the TDS
observations and this one, we set a PLR threshold of variability of ∼0.6 for H 1743−322. We
nicknamed this as “flip-flop” of states. This flip-flop undoubtedly links the power-law part of the
spectrum to the variability.
3.3 GX 339−4
GX 339−4 is one of the recurrent GBHTs observed and analyzed intensively especially in the
RXTE era. We analyzed the archival data from MJD 52680 to MJD 52785, and covered a region
starting from the TDS to deep in the LHS during the decay. For GX 339−4, the ridge contribution is
determined by spectral analysis of five observations in quiescence between the end of 2003 outburst
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Figure 3: H 1743−322; the evolution of (a) the total rms amplitude of variability in 3-30 keV band, (b)
the photon index (Γ), (c) the inner disk temperature kTin (d) unabsorbed power-law ux (lled circles) and
the disk blackbody ux (triangles) in 325 keV band in units of 10−9 ergs cm−2 s−1, (e) PLR, (f) the radio
ux. The dashed line indicates approximate time of state transitions to the IS. The solid line in (e) indicates
threshold to observe variability. Observation shown in red has reduced rms amplitude.
and the beginning of the 2005 outburst.
Fig. 4 summarizes the evolution of spectral and temporal parameters along with the evolution
of the IR magnitudes. The fast and the slow transitions can be also seen in this source. Like
4U 1543−47, during a limited time a high energy cut-off is required in the fit. The cut-off is
required when the spectrum is hardest, and while the OIR flux is just rising. The rise of the OIR
flux is after the onset of the slow transition. This source also shows a peculiar single observation.
On MJD 52708, the C type QPO disappears, the rms amplitude of variability reduces significantly
and a B type QPO appears (shown red in Fig. 4). This type of behavior (sudden appearance of B
type QPO) during the rising phase of the outbursts usually coincide with radio ejections and sets
the so-called “jet line” [1]. However, in this case, it is not associated with jet activity. At the end
of the outburst, there may be a softening in the spectrum.
3.4 GRO J1655−40
GRO J1655−40 is another recurrent GBHT which had its most recent outburst in 2005. The
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Figure 4: GX 339−4; the evolution of (a) the total rms amplitude of variability in 3-30 keV band, (b) the
photon index (Γ), (c) the inner disk temperature kTin (d) unabsorbed power-law ux and the disk blackbody
ux in 325 keV band in units of 10−9 ergs cm−2 s−1, (e) the PLR (f) J magnitudes, the dotted line is the
background level. The dashed lines indicate approximate times of state transitions. The gray area shows the
observations during which a high energy cut-off is required in the t. The solid line in (e) indicates threshold
to observe variability. The observation shown in red has B type QPO.
source was observed intensely in many wavelengths (see tahti.mit.edu/opensource/1655 for all ref-
erences regarding multi-wavelength coverage, and also Migliari et al. in this proceedings). We
analyzed the public data from MJD 53625 to MJD 53645, covering the state transitions during the
decay. The ridge emission was determined using quiescent state observations at the end of the
outburst.
Fig. 5 shows the evolution during the decay. The fast and slow transitions are again observed.
A larger region requires a cut-off in the spectral fits, and the cut-off disappears after the spectrum
becomes hardest. The monotonously decaying QPO frequencies are also shown.
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Figure 5: GRO J1655−40; the evolution of (a) the total rms amplitude of variability in 3-30 keV band,
(b) the photon index (Γ), (c) the inner disk temperature kTin (d) unabsorbed power-law ux and the disk
blackbody ux in 325 keV band in units of 10−9 ergs cm−2 s−1, (e) the QPO frequency, (f) radio ux in
mJy. The rst solid line indicates the time of transition from the TDS to the IS, the second solid line indicates
the time that the source is detected in radio for the rst time. The gray area shows the observations during
which a high energy cut-off is required in the t.
4. Summary of results
Based on the evolution of the four sources discussed in this work, and also from other work
[17, 15], we summarize our results as follows (see also Fig. 6):
• A fast transition from the TDS to the hard intermediate state occurs within a timescale of 1
day. The transition can easily be seen in the PSD, and the increase in the rms amplitude of
variability is accompanied by an increase in the power-law flux. The spectral index does not
change much during this transition. No high energy cut-off is required around this transition.
• Five to seven days later the spectral index begins to drop and within seven to 10 days, the
source reaches its hardest state. While the spectrum hardens, most sources show a cut-off in
the spectral index.
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Figure 6: Brief summary of the evolution. Time 0 is the date of transition from the TDS to the hard
intermediate state (the fast transition). The timescales and luminosities are approximate and vary from
source to source.
• Close to the hardest spectrum, emission from the compact jet is observed in radio or OIR.
The cut-off disappears at most two to three days after the first sign of the compact jet.
• The formation of the jet needs PLR>0.99 and spectral index < 1.7 (however, see Discussion
for XTE J1720−318.
• Some sources show an increase in spectral index after the jet is observed.
• During the entire decay, the characteristic frequencies (QPO or peak frequencies of Lorentzians)
decrease monotonously.
5. Discussion
The fast and slow transitions happen for all sources. However, there are a few exceptions that
need to be discussed for the other items listed above. Not all sources require a cut-off in their
spectral fits, e.g. H 1743−322. For sources discussed in this work, to be able to detect the jet
in the radio or OIR, PLR>0.99 and spectral index < 1.7 are necessary conditions. However, for
XTE J1720−318, there is a radio detection during the decay while the source is still soft (PLR
∼0.85, and spectral index ∼2). Though, it is not clear whether this radio detection is from a
compact jet, as it was observed in one frequency (see proceeding by S. Chaty). It is not clear that
all sources show a softening at the end of the outbursts. A study by Corbel et al. [7] indicates
that low orbital period sources tend to soften while approaching quiescence. The sources that
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show softening are XTE J1550−564, 4U 1543−47, XTE J1118+480, A0620−00, GX 339−4,
and XTE J1650−500. For 4U 1543−47, and GX 339−4, the softening starts with the onset of
radio and OIR activity.
In the context of the existing models we try to understand the evolution observed in these
sources. The fast transition is seen as a sharp rise in rms amplitudes accompanied with a rise in
power-law flux. The “flip-flop” in H 1743−322, and the requirement of a PLR limit to observe
variability all indicate that the timing signatures are only present for a portion of the power-law
flux. There may be two distinct physical mechanisms creating the power-law flux, one with timing
signature, the other not. In this case these would have to conspire to give one spectral index. We
suggested that there is only one process, the Compton scattering, and the fast transition is due to the
emergence of an additional soft seed photon component, such as synchrotron radiation [19]. The
slow transition on the other hand simply seems to be an increase in coronal temperature, producing
harder spectra.
One of the most important results of this work is establishing the onset of jet emission in radio
or OIR. The jet is observed close to the end of the second transition, while the spectrum is hardest.
Therefore the launch of the jet does not cause state transitions, but is a consequence of the evolution
of X-ray spectral properties. Some jet launching models require the formation of a geometrically
thick disk (corona) first [21], and our results are consistent with this.
The presence or lack of high energy cut-offs has become an important parameter in understand-
ing GBHTs as they seem to be closely related to state transitions [18, 2]. Except for H 1743−322
which required no cut-off at all, the cut-off seems to disappear once the jet is observed in radio
or OIR. The formation of the jet may have been injecting non-thermal electrons into the corona,
thereby creating a hard tail [4]. Alternatively, the coronal temperature may become too high to
detect the cut-off with HEXTE, especially for low fluxes.
Finally, some sources show a softening after the initial detection of the jet while the source
is still radio bright. The softening may simply be due to lack of high temperature electrons in a
Comptonizing corona. It may also be a direct consequence of the jet in X-ray spectrum [31].
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